
PT.4 DIGITALISATION

CHECK IT OUT! >>
Free Offer inside!

Innovating 
in times of crisis



“This is the time
  to take 
  responsibility
  and show 
  capability:
  change now!”

Dolf mulder - Founder GuestKey



Let’s get digital
More than ever, people are prioritising safety and 

hygiene when booking a hotel room. Digitalisation is 
the future, but this also comes with some safety-rela-
ted worries. Because how safe are the modern digital 

developments?



meet Guestkey
The key to your hotel rooms and guests.



IT’S TIME TO CHANGEour 
priorities

There are some hotel locks on the market that use BLE 
(Bluetooth Low Energy) which is rather unsafe and easy to 

hack. This is why we developed the new generation 
mobile keys that use CLE (Cloud Low Energy) which is 

unhackable, try it!

This new generation mobile keys is called GuestKey. 
GuestKey consists of a connector that you can integrate in 
any RFID-lock and a webapp that are connected through 
the cloud. This enables guests to open their hotel door via 

the web application and gives you an extra point of 
contact to communicate with them. Besides that, the 
backend also gives you a real-time overview of which 

doors are open or closed and at what time your guests 
entered or left the room.



In order to not stay behind, digitalisation should be one of 
your priorities. But we know these are tough times for many 

businesses and innovating might not be on top of your 
to-do-list right now. In times like these, we should help each 
other out. That is why we would like to help you to make a 

step towards a more digitised future. 



 try GuestKey for free for three months!

To use this offer: contact us now:

Here’s our free offer:

T: +31 (0) 76 50 24 750 E: info@hotek.nl I: guestkey.nl



Switch now!
The GuestKey webapp enables you to communicate 

relevant content and to keep in touch online. 
This way, you don’t need to physically meet your guests 
to help them and you don’t have to worry about losing 

the contact with them.



Digitalisation = key
be unhackable and be safe!

REMEMBER:



try Guestkey
demo.guestkey.nl


